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President, Central Ohio HFMA, 
John Ziegler

Dear Members,

A lot has happened since I wrote the last letter. Perhaps more appropriately, a lot has not happened. 

This Spring was to be a really busy time for us with the Spring Conference, Women in Leadership 
Conference and the All-Ohio Conference. Non of which happened. Fortunately, we are not cancel-
ling these events, only postponing them. So, keep checking emails, our website and social media 
posts for the latest updates on these great events. Hopefully, we will return to normalcy very soon.

However, like you, I suspect that there will be a new normal for all of us as we return to our offices, 
our friends’ homes, restaurants, gathering spots, etc. Our chapter is also preparing for this through 
the way we think about our programs. Fortunately, we have continued to invest in and deliver great 
educational material through our webinar series. Also, the national Association has great content on 
its site.

When we do resume our conferences, I hope you make an effort to attend. While you can get much 
of the information shared at the conferences if you look for it online. There really is nothing better 
than experiencing learning in person. The nuances of facial expressions, voice inflections, insights 
shared with your attendee neighbors and the ability for immediate feedback are not replicated any 
other way. Not to mention there is the additional value of our networking sessions that we always 
include. 

This has been a truly remarkable year. We have seen great membership growth; attendance num-
bers increase at all of our events and our member satisfaction scores are reaching new highs. We 
stretched ourselves with new types of events and learned how to make them better in the process. 
We started something completely new with our Community Outreach event that we will add on to as 
we have created a standing committee to ensure its success. We also had to make very difficult deci-
sions about the status of our events. Additionally, we have had fantastic leadership in all of our com-
mittees. I do want to take this time to give a shout out to Lauree Handlon, our Membership Chair, for 
creating the HFMA Student Scholarship Program. We have 5 winners this year!

I want to close by saying what an honor it has been to serve as your chapter president for the 2019-
2020 year. And, it has been incredibly rewarding to serve with our amazing leadership team. The 
commitment to engagement and delivering value was shared by all on the team. I encourage all 
members to stay involved and challenge you to step up and make this chapter, already one of the 
very best, even better. Join a committee, seek leadership positions, share comments with us. Make 
this the chapter you want it to be. That’s what makes this chapter valuable and a lot of fun.

Thank you and stay healthy

the BUCKEYE connection

- John
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Be Prepared: 
PR Best Practices 

 

In an ever-changing digital ecosystem, word of mouth spreads faster with every passing year. New 
technology means fresh insights and data, but it also means news stories that spread like wildfire. 
Online reviews and social media provide patients with the ability to update the world on how they 
are being treated—and whether or not it is fair. No one is immune to a PR crisis, and your reputation 
hangs in the balance, just one bad review away from crashing. The world is watching how you 
handle crisis situations and being reactive is not an option. 

As you develop crisis-management strategies to keep up with the digital world, you must frame 
your thinking around pre-planning. What steps can you take to ensure no bad press catches you off- 
guard? Are you prepared? These best practices will help you defend and preserve your reputation. 

Prepare for a Crisis 

When your credibility is on the line, everyone from interns to the CEO needs to uphold your facility’s 
goodwill. If one of your representatives is not living up to your standards, you must be prepared to let 
that person go. Today’s CEOs are being compensated, judged, or even fired based on company and 
brand reputation. 

 
Consider the example of Mount Sinai Hospital in New York City, where an emergency room physician 
was accused of sexual assault on a patient in January of 2016. As soon as Mount Sinai heard the of 
accusation, it suspended the physician and released a statement stating it would be cooperating with 
the police investigation. When you are faced with a PR crisis, you must act quickly. In a situation like 
this one, it is important to release a statement that will preserve your reputation. One way to ensure 
this statement gets out the door quickly is to create a file of press release templates, each relating to 
a potential crisis. When something happens, you can fill in the blanks of the template and get your 
statement out the door—leaving little time for the public to speculate about your credibility. 

Open Internal Communication Lines 
In the face of a crisis, communication is your most valuable tool. To effectively interact with the 
media and the rest of the public, your facility must gather data to inform its response. If your CEO 
is issuing an official statement, make sure you’ve created a direct line of communication for him 
or her to get the most accurate data. It is not enough to have interns or account coordinators 
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compile data and hand it off to your CEO. When preparing for a press conference, give your CEO the 
opportunity to ask questions, and don’t let anything impede your internal communication practices. 
Creating a straight line from data to discussions with your CEO will prepare you for the public. It 
will also reduce the likelihood of confusing your audience with the misspoken or misrepresented 
information. The more mistakes you make, the more your reputation is at risk. 

At your facility, everyone should be aware of their role in the crisis. Employees at all levels should 
be informed of how they should respond—not just in the event of a news interview, but also 
to friends and family members who inquire about a disaster. At Johns Hopkins Medicine in 
Baltimore, one central team supports both internal and external communication for both the 
school of medicine and the health system. This ensures that all messages across distribution 
platforms are aligned. 

Collect External Data 
Keep track of what’s happening daily/weekly/monthly within your industry, the changes taking 
place in the market, and news from your competitors. Where are other facilities struggling? What 
are patients demanding that you might not be giving? The closer you pay attention, the easier it   
will be to track subtle inconsistencies and potentially stop crises before they start. 

Follow industry conversations closely; subtle changes and complaints might indicate a rising 
problem, which will give you time to prepare for a potential disaster and refine your response. If 
you catch an inconsistency early, you can quickly and efficiently implement your strategy—which 
means the issue can be resolved before your patients have time to notice. As you monitor incoming 
data, pay attention to what is driving any anomalies. Identifying problems at the root will help 
you determine the best way to tackle them. By being proactive, you’ll avoid rushing into volatile 
situations and making costly mistakes. 

In the face of a crisis, 
communication is your most 
valuable tool. 

The keys to your success in crisis management 
situations are data and benchmarking. It might 
seem too simple—but you cannot be proactive 
unless you evaluate a problem from beginning 
to end, understanding not just its starting point 
but also its trajectory. Assess all available data to 

accurately craft and target messages to the right audience. If you do not know the cause of a PR 
crisis or the people it affects most, your crisis-management strategy is doomed to fail from the start. 

It might be easy to plan a crisis response—but the response is useless without data collection. Know 
where your patients are, what they care about, how they like to communicate, and what frustrates 
them. Leverage this information to inform your strategizing and decision-making without breaking 
the bank. Use your observations on your patients to build your own data-collection strategy for 
crisis management. 

Build Your Crisis Bucket 
In a crisis, your network matters. You must craft a PR strategy that will draw a positive response— 
because the public’s reaction can make or break your credibility. As you establish your crisis- 
management strategy, identify the people, influencers, and journalists who know your facility well. 
It is important to consider both positive and negative associates—people who either like you or 
detest you. These people are all familiar enough with your facility to have a conversation, write an 
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article, or be quoted regarding your brand. Identify 20 to 50 of these people if possible. They make 
up your “crisis bucket.” 

When your health system faces the beginnings of a crisis, look immediately to the people in your 
crisis bucket. Check on both your friends and your foes to find out what they are saying about any 
bad press. What do they think of the predicament? Are they reacting positively or negatively? Are 
they echoing your narrative or adopting a new one that’s motivated by the crisis? These people 
know your facility better than others. Because they have a history with you, their reactions will be 
the most valuable in helping you prepare your response. Let the people in your crisis bucket guide 
your next steps. From their reactions, you can gauge how the rest of the public is most likely to react 
because your crisis bucket will direct the rest of the story. 

Own Your Message 
As a crisis begins picking up steam, don’t let it overtake your communication. Be proactive with other 
messaging, and don’t forget about the rest of the world. Make sure the situation isn’t dominating all 
of your efforts. Compare your crisis coverage to your non-crisis coverage to help you keep careful track 
of what the world is saying about you. When you evaluate the message coming from the public, you 
might be surprised to find out that what you thought was a mounting crisis actually isn’t. 

Consider the example of an ad agency’s recent 
campaign for an international organization. 
The campaign was  getting  some bad publicity 
stemming from  the  spokesperson’s  behavior,  
and the agency was ready to trash the entire 
campaign—and with it all the planning and 
expenses that had gone into it. However, after 
running an analysis, the truth was that the bad 
publicity wasn’t moving the needle at all. A few 
negative articles  weren’t impactful  enough  to 
create any real traction. The thoughtful analysis 
saved the campaign, several months of work, and  
a few people’s jobs. 

It’s more important 
than ever to own 
your message— 
don’t just throw it away be- 
cause of a potential crisis. 

It’s more important than ever to own your message—don’t just throw it away because of a potential crisis. 
Do proper data analysis and research before you make any decisions; it could save a campaign for you. 

Evaluate the Crisis 
If a tree falls in the woods with no one around to hear it, does it still make a sound? The same 
thought might apply to your crisis-management plan. If your problem gets a quick mention in a 
short article that no one shares, is it really worth your first response? Probably not. 

When your company is facing a crisis, social amplification allows you to look at how a particular 
article is performing across channels. This can inform your next steps. Even if you assume that a 
mention in a major publication will get tons of traction across a variety of channels and industries, 
the data might show something completely different. Maybe the story is actually gaining the 
strongest momentum from trade publications or industry insiders—and the rest of the world has 
little or no investment in it. This type of direction will focus your attention and immediacy. 
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Conclusion 
The digital age is revolutionizing how our society handles crises. Public relations teams are facing 
bigger challenges than ever to stay on top of data and predict brand disasters before they get off 
the ground. 

Being proactive in a digital world means clear internal communication, efficient data collection, 
intensive preparation, and accurate crisis evaluation. Your response can make or break your 
reputation, and your team needs to be able to provide a clear picture of everything that’s going on 
in regard to your company. 

Do you have an effective digital crisis communications strategy? Start strategizing today. 
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1.  https://healthcareinamerica.us/medical-billing-errors-are-seriously-hurting-healthcare-67d134441adc

2.  https://www.healthdatamanagement.com/opinion/4-ways-to-boost-a-hospitals-clean-claim-rate

If you have any questions or comments about this article or would like to share feedback, please
contact Patti McFeely at patti.mcfeely@caiarm.com
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How COVID-19 Will Affect Your Complex Claims

By: Matt Ellis

With the uncertainty we face regarding COVID-19, our team would like to share a few things hospitals and 
healthcare systems across the nation should keep in mind.

Revenue Cycle Leaders should be prepared for a decrease in volumes to some of their highest yielding claims. 
Specifically, two complex claims will be affected by this pandemic (Motor Vehicle Accident/TPL and Workers’ 
Comp), which make up two (2) to four (4) percent of a hospital’s net patient revenue. As an industry, we should 
expect to see a minimum of a 25% decrease to overall complex claims cash revenues in the short term.
 
According to The Detroit Bureau, rush hour traffic is down 87% in Los Angeles and 75% in New York.  This 
means hospitals should adjust their Motor Vehicle revenue accordingly – less people on the road means fewer 
accidents and a decrease in patient volumes through hospital emergency departments.  To be conservative, our 
expert team estimates that hospitals should plan on adjusting their forecasted revenues down by at least 25% due 
to a decrease in volumes at your facilities. Every state has a website to share motor vehicle traffic statistics in their 
state, and we encourage you to review your state’s data prior to changing your forecasting. 
(Ex.  https://www.fdot.gov/statistics/trafficdata/default.shtm)

Regarding Workers’ Comp, unemployment numbers have skyrocketed and will continue to grow throughout 
the upcoming weeks.  According to the Wall Street Journal, this virus could potentially cost seven million jobs 
across the US, and this decline will result in fewer Workers’ Comp claims. Hospitals across the country will feel 
the effect of this to their highest reimbursed revenue and need to consider adjusting accordingly. Every state has 
an unemployment website and should continue to monitor their stats throughout the pandemic. With that being 
said, states with stay-home bans, like Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Minnesota and Wisconsin, Georgia, Tennessee, 
Florida, etc. will continue to see Workers’ Comp claims as construction labor is exempt from these state orders, 
according to Engineering News-Record.  Other major industries like food and beverage are continuing to tem-
porarily shut down and negatively impact the work comp revenue. 

Continued on page 8

How COVID-19 Will Affect Your
Complex Claims

https://www.fdot.gov/statistics/trafficdata/default.shtm
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When it comes to the third complex claim EnableComp manages, Veteran Health Administration claims, hos-
pitals are postponing elective surgeries, and Revenue Cycle Leaders have already begun to prepare for this loss 
in revenue.  Hospitals and health systems work closely with the VA to assist with specialized surgeries which 
are now delayed and impacting overall revenue.   Another item that we already see affecting hospitals across 
the country is a slowdown in transfers between hospitals and the VA systems.  Facilities need to be prepared to 
care for Veterans patients longer as the VA is mandating COVID-19 testing before any transfer occurs.
   
Healthcare providers are on the forefront of this pandemic, and we are truly grateful to each one of you for 
risking your health and lives to fight this pandemic. We are committed to answering any questions regarding 
complex claims and are here to be your trusted advisor through this time.

Contact: 
Rob Powers
Vice President, Client Services
E. RPowers@enablecomp.com
C. 937.267.6060

Referenced Articles: 
The Detroit Bureau 
Wall Street Journal 
Engineering New-Record

Artful 
expertise.
We’re dedicated to understanding your 
craft. Our health care pros can help 
guide you through complex regulatory 
changes and perfect the masterpiece 
that is your organization.

Everyone needs a trusted advisor. 
Who’s yours?

513.621.8300  |  bkd.com/hc

mailto:RPowers%40enablecomp.com?subject=
https://www.thedetroitbureau.com/2020/03/silver-lining-coronavirus-pandemic-slashes-traffic-sends-gas-prices-tumbling/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-triggered-downturn-could-cost-5-million-u-s-jobs-11584783001
https://www.enr.com/articles/48960-illinois-stay-home-order-exempts-construction-new-covid-19-precautions-in-other-midwest-states
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HFMA New Members 
Spring 2020 

 Leyla Alvarado
Medical Groups Billing
Trinity Health

Kaylah Armstead
Comm. Billing & Follow-Up Rep
Trinity Health

Diane Ashworth
Sr Managed Care Analyst
OhioHealth

Peggey Baca, CRCR
Manager Patient Access Service
OhioHealth Group

James Ballenger, CHFP
Financial Mentor
The Ohio State University

Chris Begy, CRCR

Sara Bennett
Lease Analyst
Ohio Health

Tami Bishop
Operations Manager
OhioHealth

Katie Bolin
Manager - Billing and follow up
Mount Carmel Health System

Rosalind Bonney
Billing and follow up
Trinity Health

Elyse Broome
Revenue Cycle Manager
OhioHealth

Lori Brown
Patient Access Representative
OhioHealth

Jessica Burton, CRCR 
Revenue Cycle Manager
OhioHealth

Shannon Bushay
Payment Resolution Specialist
Trinity Health

Karen Byrdy
Coding Quality Coordinator
OhioHealth

Maria Canada
Billing and Follow-up Representative
Trinity Health

Sarah Chamlis
Manager Patient Access Services
OhioHealth

Jody Cirigliano

Ciera Clark, CRCR
Billing and Follow up Representative
Trinity Health

Briana Cline
PFS Shift Supervisor
Trinity Health

Tamieka Coleman
Patient Financial Specialist I
Mount Carmel Health System

Lisa Cornwell
Billing and Follow-Up Rep II
Trinity Health

Heather Cozart
Revenue Cycle Manager
OhioHealth

Nereida Crespo, CRCR
Biller
Trinity Health

Billie Jo Crihfield
Electronic biller
Trinity Health

Deborah Croft
Systems Application Analyst
Mount Carmel Health System

Chad Daniels 
Revenue Cycle Strategist
Cerner Corporation

Miles Denovchek
Client Executive, Growth
Experian Health

Girish Dighe
System Director, Revenue Integrity
OhioHealth

Ashley DiMichele
Billing and Follow up Representative
Trinity Health

Melissalea Disbennett, CRCR 
Supervisor
Mount Carmel Health System

Becky Domyanich
Coding Education Manager
OhioHealth

Matthew Douglas, CRCR 
PAA 2
Trinity Health

Daniel Duemey
Training and Education Coordinator
OhioHealth

DeAnna Eaton
Senior Director
Ensemble Health Partners

Melissa Foster
Senior Accountant
Mount Carmel Health System

Cheri Fox
Manager Patient Financial Services
OhioHealth

Amectra Franklin
Data Integrity Specialist
Mount Carmel Health System

Jamie Freed
Manager
OhioHealth

Jessica Fromius
Patient Access Supervisor
Mount Carmel Health System

Brooke Fuller
Financial Analyst
OhioHealth

Phyllis Gallicchio
Registered HIM Technician
Grant/Riverside Methodist Hospitals

COHFMA Newsletter - Spring 2020 
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The Situation
 According to a recent HFMA publication, fewer than 20% of hospitals do anything to collect patient bad debt 
accounts except to “Place and Forget “with a primary collection agency at about day 120.

Meanwhile, high-deductible health plans tighten the squeeze on most hospitals financially and operationally by 
increasing patient bad debt and by increasing the workload to handle more, low-value self-pay accounts. Accord-
ing to the same HFMA study, bad debt now comprises 60% of uncompensated care while self-pay has increased 
10% in the past five years. 

The Problem
Primary contingency collection agencies always put their best foot forward right out of the gate — it’s essential to 
their profitability. 80% of their liquidations come within the first 60 days of the placement.

Considering agencies apply the most efforts on fresh new monthly placements, the accounts that go past 60 days 
without payment get less attention as they age. Thus, accounts placed with a primary agency only are not serviced 
effectively. The result is that the hospital’s yield on bad debt collections decreases each month. This approach is 
designed to under-perform.

Despite growing obstacles and decreasing performance, most hospitals stick to their old approach even though it 
guarantees that their results will get worse over time.

The Solution
A secondary contingency placement is similar to a primary placement except that it would occur later in the rev-
enue cycle. Inactive and unpaid patient accounts are recalled from primary agencies that have ceased collection 
efforts and are then placed with secondary agencies that work the accounts with renewed vigor.

Hospitals can expect a jump in performance due to re-energized efforts and payments will trickle-in over an 
extended period of time. This approach mitigates diminishing returns due to declining collectability from their 
self-pay patient population.

At JP Recovery Services, we are proud of our reputation as one of the healthcare industry’s leading secondary bad 
debt collectors. Our diligent, data-driven approach is perfectly suited to collect difficult accounts that have gone 
uncollected, even when the efforts from the primary collection agency have been unsuccessful.

With the current industry dynamics and increasing concerns for financial performance, revenue cycle executives 
are facing pressure to increase bad debt collections. By leveraging JP Recovery’s bad debt second-placement 
strategy, our clients maximize recoveries on bad debt receivables well above what a primary agency alone would 
produce.

 

 

According to a recent HFMA publication, fewer than 20% of hospitals do anything to collect 
patient bad debt accounts except to “Place and Forget”with a primary collection 
agencies at about day 120.   
 
Meanwhile, high-deductible health plans tighten the squeeze on most hospitals financially 
and operationally by increasing patient bad debt and by increasing the workload to 
handle more, low-value self-pay accounts.  According to the same HFMA study, bad debt 
now comprises 60% of uncompensated care while self-pay has increased 10% in the past 
five years. 

The Situation 

The Problem 

A secondary contingency placement is similar to a primary placement except that it 
would occur later in the revenue cycle.  Inactive and unpaid patient accounts are 
recalled from primary agencies that have ceased collection efforts and are then placed 
with secondary agencies that work the accounts with renewed vigor. 

Hospitals can expect a jump in performance due to re-energized efforts and payments 
will trickle-in over an extended period of time.  This approach mitigates diminishing returns 
due to declining collectability from their self-pay patient population. 

At JP Recovery Services, we are proud of our reputation as one of the healthcare 
industry’s leading secondary bad debt collectors.  Our diligent, data-driven approach is 
perfectly suited to collect difficult accounts that have gone uncollected, even when the 
efforts from the primary collection agency have been unsuccessful. 

With the current industry dynamics and increasing concerns for financial performance, 
revenue cycle executives are facing pressure to increase bad debt collections. By 
leveraging JP Recovery’s bad debt second-placement strategy, our clients maximize 
recoveries on bad debt receivables well above what a primary agency alone would 
produce. 

Let us help you objectively assess your patient bad debt process and how to attain the 
best return on these overlooked assets.  Just email John Beirne, Business Development 
Director, @ j2beirne@jprecovery.com or call us at 440-331-2200 to discuss. 
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Primary contingency collection agencies always put their best foot forward right out of the 
gate — it’s essential to their profitability. 80% of their liquidations come within the first 60 days 
of the placement.   

Considering agencies apply the most efforts on fresh new monthly placements, the 
accounts that go past 60 days without payment get less attention as they age.   Thus, 
accounts placed with a primary agency only are not serviced effectively.  The result is that 
the hospital’s yield on bad debt collections decreases each month.  This approach is 
designed to under-perform. 

Despite growing obstacles and decreasing performance, most hospitals stick to their old 
approach even though it guarantees that their results will get worse over time. 
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Through Secondary Collections 
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Contact John Beirne, Business Development
Director, @ j2beirne@jprecovery.com or call us at 440-331-2200 to discuss.

mailto:j2beirne%40jprecovery.com?subject=
mailto:j2beirne%40jprecovery.com?subject=
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HFMA New Members 
Spring 2020 (continued) 

Gianna Green
Billing and Follow-Up Rep
Trinity Health

Isaiah Griffith

LaTanya Hampton
Payment Resolution
Trinity Health

Kristie Harrell
Payment Posting Representative
Trinity Hospital Twin City

Michelle Hepler
Billing and Follow Up
Trinity Health 

Tyler Hill
Medical Director of Emergency and 
Urgent Care Service
Memorial Health System

Malissa Holmes
Payment Resolution Specialist
Trinity Health

Kala Horn
Patient Finance Specialist II
Mount Carmel Health System

Alberta Horne
Payment Financial Specialist
Mount Carmel Health System

Keisha Hughes
Billing Representative
Trinity Health

Alicia Jackson
Payment Financial Specialist 2
Mount Carmel Health System

Brittany Johnson

Shanae Jones
Billing and Follow Up Rep
Trinity Health

Chris Joseph
Program Manager
OhioHealth

Tricia Keeran
Patient Service Representative
OhioHealth

Erika Kobak
Revenue and Reimbursement
Analyst
OhioHealth

Annette Kullberg
Medical Biller
Trinity Health

Emily LaFollette
Patient Access Manager
Mount Carmel Health System

Jacob Leeth

Joyce Lehmann, CRCR
Sr Revenue Cycle Mgmt Con.
Trinity Health

Vicki Lenox
Lead Charge Capture Auditor
Mount Carmel Health System

Janjai Lipsey
Rep. Commercial Billing & Fol-
low Up
Mount Carmel Health System

Sarah Locke
System Specialist
OhioHealth

Abigail Loveless
Reimbursement Specialist

Lisa Ludaway
Billing & Follow Up
Trinity Health

Abby Lynch
Supervisor
Trinity Health

Christine Madden
Education and Training Coordi-
nator Revenue Cycle
OhioHealth

Franisha Mahavixay
Billing & Follow Up Training
Trinity Health

Christina Manley
Director of Health Information Tech-
nologies
Marion Technical College

Andrew Mantle
Patient Financial Specialist 1
Mount Carmel Health System

Tiara Martin
Medical Groups Billing & Follow Up
Trinity Health

Shellie Martinez
PAA
Trinity Health

Kristen McKinney
Credit Resolution Rep I,
Cash anagement
Trinity Health

Julie Meyers
Executive Assitant
OhioHealth

Doris Miller
Executive Assistant
Mount Carmel Health System

Debbie Miller
Registrar
OhioHealth

Mara Miller
Outpatient Coder-Student
OSU Wexner Medical Center

Cindy Mills
Manager Clinical/Coding Payment 
Resolution
Trinity Health

Jasmine Mitchell
Billing & Follow Up Rep
Trinity Health

Londa Monroe, CRCR
Patient Access Supervisor
Mount Carmel Health System

COHFMA Newsletter - Spring 2020 
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HFMA New Members 
Spring 2020 (continued) 

the BUCKEYE connection

 Tim Neenan
Director, Managed Care
OhioHealth

Michael Nichols
Education and Training Coordi-
nator
OhioHealth

Patricia Paesano
Operations Manager
OhioHealth

Samantha Palm
Patient Registration Rep
OhioHealth

Resha Panda
Data Analyst
Cleverley + Associates

Bradley Parker
Training and Education Coord
OhioHealth

Eryka Patterson
Patient Business Services Col-
league
Trinity Health

Kayla Patterson
Payment Resolution Specialist 
MGPS
Trinity Health

Alyssa Pauley
Senior Accountant
OhioHealth

Mindy Plumadore
Patient Financial Specialist I
Mount Carmel Health System

Laurie Quaintance
Jr Account
OhioHealth

Alexa Quolke
Administrative Fellow
Mount Carmel Health System

Ruth Rauch
Operations Manager
OhioHealth

Andy Reardon
Rev Cycle Informatist and Project Man-
ager
OhioHealth

Deborah Redding
HIM OPS and PAS Manager
OhioHealth

Nick Rhodes
Finance Manager
Nationwide Children’s Hospital-OH

Emma Ridgeway, CRCR
Senior Revenue Optimization Analyst
Mount Carmel Health System 

Cheyann Robbins
Supervisor PFS
Knox Community Hospital

Sarah Rothgeb
Commercial Billing & Follow Up Rep I 
Trinity Health

Tamieka Coleman
Patient Financial Specialist I
Mount Carmel Health System

Christopher Russell
Administrative Assistant
Trinity Health

Gerald Russell
Manager
Trinity Health

Nicole Sargent, CRCR
Revenue Cycle Team Lead
Mount Carmel Health System

Amanda Schmitz
Patient Financial Specialist
Mount Carmel Health System

Hannah Sheidlower
Supervisor, Acute Comercial Billing & 
Follow Up
Trinity Health

Tracie Smith
Manager
OhioHealth

Corey Spatz
Marketing Analyst
Cleverley + Associates

Olga Staker
Training and Deployment Specialist II
Trinity Health

Shaina Stevensen
Failed Claims Manager
OhioHealth

LeAnne Stratton
Manager - Precertification
OhioHealth

Rachael Swank
Patient Access Services registration
OhioHealth

Denise Thomas
Billing & Follow up Rep, PBS-C
Trinity Health

Darlene Tope
Patient Account Analyst II
Trinity Health

Karen Tremaine
Coding Operations Manager
OhioHealth

Krishna Tummalapalli
Enterprise Architect
OhioHealth

Stefanie Vincent
Coordinator, RC PM services/support
Trinity Health

Generae Vinyard
Manager Patient Financials
OhioHealth

Nikika Walker, CRCR
Payment Posting Representative 2
Trinity Health

Mari Walker, CRCR 
Billing and Follow Up Rep
Trinity Mount carmel Health

Gail Walls
Patient Financial Specialist 3
Mount Carmel Health System
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Spring 2020 (continued) 
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Lisa Walton
Patient Financial Specialist-Surgical 
Access
Trinity Health

Tia Watts
Supervisor, Payment Resolution
Trinity Health

Quyen Weaver
Director, Health Economics & Policy
Ohio Hospital Association

Misty Whitley, CRCR 
Commercial Billing & Follow-up
Trinity Health

Lisa Wilcox
Supervisor
Arnett Carbis Toothman

Kim Wiley, CRCR
VP of Revenue Cycle
Holzer Health System

Noy Williams
Commercial Billing and Follow-up
Trinity Health

Michelle Winafeld
Revenue Integrity Recovery Coordinator
Trinity Health

Hannah Yaney
Jr. Accountant
OhioHealth

Julia Yount
Jr. Accountant
OhioHealth

COHFMA Newsletter - Spring 2020 
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Interviews with CEOs in the healthcare field 
on the topic of COVID-19 
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Key.com is a federally registered service mark of KeyCorp.  
©2018 KeyCorp. KeyBank is Member FDIC. 180925-471948

To learn more, visit key.com/healthcare  
or email melissa_ingwersen@keybank.com

Healthy solutions for  
your banking needs.
Use the red key.®

Combining a holistic approach with deep 
industry expertise, Key Healthcare helps 
nearly 10,000 organizations, practices, and 
facilities across the U.S. stay competitive 
while delivering the highest quality care.

James Hereford, President & CEO of Fairview Health Services

Paul Markovich, President & CEO at Blue Shield of California

Dr. Steve Udvarhelyi, CEO and President of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana

From Registration to Reimbursement,  
our sole focus is managing  
your complex claims.
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HFMA Gives Back –  

By Ken Stoll, Central Ohio HFMA Board Member 

On the last Saturday in February, members of the Central Ohio Chapter of 
HFMA “gave back” to the homeless community by offering their time and 
some light labor to feed, clothe and engage. There was no social 
distancing at the time and COVID-19 was a distant disease on the other 
side of the world.  

Central Ohio HFMA teamed up with Columbus Relief, a local non-profit 
organization who serves the homeless and other less fortunate groups in 
the south end of Columbus. Many people they serve “are desiring spiritual 
and emotional support. They are usually without a home, struggling 
financially, hungry, needing clothing or connection to resources along with 
the struggle of an addiction and/or mental illness.” 

The day began in preparation: preparing Columbus Relief’s special soup, 
sorting donated food from local businesses and grocery stores, arranging clothing and other items to 
offer to our “customers.” All these items were packed onto a full-size bus that has been retrofitted to 
serve meals, tend to the psychological and spiritual needs of others and transport the volunteers to the 

serving location.  

It was cold that last Saturday of February, and hot 
chocolate, propane heated meal tents with tables and the 
clothing areas of gloves, hats and socks were very popular. 
The dynamics of customers are always very interesting. 
“Peter” in a wheelchair, bundled up with a “new” hat, was 
there waiting for us. He helped unpack the bus with 
enthusiasm, as is his normal task each Saturday. Other 
customers worked alongside Central Ohio HFMA members 
setting up the tents and the prepared items they brought 
from the staging area - helping us serve them.  

This was not my first time serving. I certainly have had 
feelings of uneasiness about working with a population of 
people different than me. Columbus Relief’s philosophy of 
meeting people where they are helps foster a relationship 
aspect of volunteering with them. The mere perception of 
engaging “customers” changes the lenses of what you are 
doing and who you are serving. You find yourself having 

friendly discussions through all sorts of lenses and circumstances, for each customer is different.  

In true Central Ohio HFMA fashion, our members dived in from the moment they waked in the door. 
One of our members brought her daughter. One our customers had a daughter with her as well. After a 
much-needed meal, hot chocolate, and conversation, it was discovered that they were facing the cold 
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HFMA Gives Back 
By Ken Stoll, Central Ohio HFMA Board Member

Continued on page 16



  
with only the clothes on their back. About the same age, the two younger girls connected right away. 
Without hesitation, she offered and gave her own coat to this girl in need, and the girl gladly accepted. 

One gentleman showed up as soon as we got there with a regular customer. He had just been released 
from jail at 7:00 am that morning. This customer had no place to go, no job, very little pocket money 
from before, no food, no water – nothing. Luckily, he ran into “Joe” who brought him to our location 
where he was able to get a warm meal, have conversation with volunteers and pick up some clothes, 
warm shoes, a coat and some other items to get him going. More than that, Columbus Relief was able to 
give him a list of resources and their numbers to call for assistance to help him get services if he was 
open to help. 

Members met other characters like “Brother Ski” 
and driver Adam. Singing Marisa helped lead with 
the organization and smile of the group. Many 
walked up and were served. The sun came out 
and creative offerings such as floor matts made 
from plastic grocery bags (pictured) were 
thankfully accepted. Customers received 
encouragement, materials and engagement – all 
without judgement. The colder weather kept 
some in their tents along the Scioto River or in 
their temporary shelters. Some took resources, 
meals, hygiene packs of socks, soap, toothpaste 
etc. and went back to the riverside.  

After packing up, Central Ohio HFMA members boarded the bus back to the main building where we 
would systematically unload all the pots, pans, etc. and unused food and materials. On the way we 
shared brief stories of what touched us the most. Weather it was the girl with the cat and no coat, the 
man who just left jail, or others all had an encounter with a customer who changed us a bit. We helped 
clean the bus, the staging areas and wash all the cooking and serving dishes. The time went by quickly. 

This was the last Central Ohio HFMA event where we interacted in person with each other. It is 
interesting how life takes its little turns and what was once 
considered “normal” has changed at least temporarily. I 
have seen the spirit of friendliness come back with people 
saying hello to each other or just visiting outside together 
(although six feet apart).  
 
Central Ohio HFMA would like to continue to offer these 
types of volunteer opportunities to our membership in the 
future. We have started a “giving back” committee and 
would welcome your ideas and participation. Most of us in 
healthcare finance are very blessed in resources and have 
worked hard for it to be that way. But if you talk to the 
people that Columbus Relief is serving weekend after 
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weekend that live on the Scioto River camp, we are not too many steps away from their reality.  

Ken Stoll, Vice President of Strategic Accounts for RevSpring, Inc. is a past president of Central Ohio 
HFMA and former Regional Executive of Region 6. Send him your ideas for Central Ohio HFMA Gives 
Back to kstoll@revspringinc.com . For more information on Columbus Relief you may go to 
https://www.columbusrelief.org 

 

Continued from page 16

kstoll@revspringinc.com
https://www.columbusrelief.org

Call Center Solutions Handled with Care
Communication during a crisis is more important than ever. Our fully automated call center 
can deliver live calls, automated messages, or any other critical communications to your 
patients with compassionate and authentic care.

For more information on our call center solutions, contact Patti McFeely at  
patti.mcfeely@caiarm.com or 330.316.0394

mailto:kstoll%40revspringinc.com?subject=
https://www.columbusrelief.org


Central Ohio HFMA
Leadership Team 

 

President: JohnZiegler 

PresidentElect: James Monroe 

Board Members: 

Mary Laile

Chris Hardgrove

Ken Stoll

Jackie Nussbaum

Jonathan Kelly

 Programming Chairman:
Co-Chair: Katie Warren
                 Lynette Vermillion
Membership Chairman: 
                  Lauree Handlon
Communications Chairman:
Co-Chair: Stephen Saputra
                  John Ziegler
Sponsorship Chairman:
                   Dusty Kiaski
                  Jason Glenn

 

 

Dawn Stark

Jamie Cleverley

Brian McCallister

Dick Schrock

 

Comments, Suggestions, Articles?

  Do you have comments or suggestions 
regarding the Central Ohio HFMA news-
letter, programming ideas or other chapter 
matters? Have an article you would like to 
see published in a future newsletter? We 
would love to hear from you! Please send 
all correspondence to Stephen Saputra at 

stephen.saputra@ohiohealth.com Regional Executive: Justin Williams
Regional Executive Elect: Will Sharp
Regional Executive Elect Elect: David 
                                                      McCulloughFind Us Here:

@CentralOhioHFMA

HFMA Vimeo

www.CentralOhioHFMA.org

For information regarding 
corporate sponsorship, please 

contact Sponsorship Chair 
James Monroe at 

jmonroe@revspringinc.com 
or 330-546-3314

Central Ohio HFMA

HFMA LinkedIn

Secretary: Christine Aucreman

Treasurer: Jeffrey Carranza

Board Chair: Patti McFeely
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We’d love to hear how our members are 
coping during these unprecedented times.
Share your stories via Email/Twittter! 

COHFMA Newsletter - Spring 2020 

SIMPLIFY THE 
FINANCIAL EXPERIENCE. 
IGNITE PATIENT LOYALTY.

Visit GoMedAssist.com or contact Tom Roesch, 
VP, Client Developement at 937-902-1460. 

Eligibility verification integrated software tool
Eligibility documentation patient mobile app

Denials resolution including COB
Legacy AR work out

Self-pay early out
Hospital business office outsourcing solutions

IT’S ABOUT more THAN JUST 
RECOVERY RATES.

CBCS knows it’s about more than patient satisfaction, 
customer experience, trust, cost improvement, 

technology, customized reporting, compliance reporting 
and monitoring, data security, training, transparency, data 

analytics, people, and targeted scoring models. 
It’s about a partnership, listening, and responding

to your needs. 

DO YOU WANT  more?

Visit www.cbcsnational.com to learn how CBCS delivers more. 
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Region 6 Webinars
Spring 2020 

 

Are you looking to gain a broader and deeper knowledge base with education topics spanning the 
healthcare administration and finance scope?  Our webinars save time and best of all, you cannot beat 
FREE!

Yes, all webinars from Region 6 are complimentary.  You do not even have to be a HFMA member.
Anyone is invited to register and participate.

Here are some of our upcoming Webinars:

  1.  Keys and Tips to Working with the VA - How the Mission Act Has Changed the Landscape
       May 5, 2020 @ 12-1pm
       CPE: 1
       Program Description:
       This program provides details regarding the history of the VA, how can were processed before
       the MISSION Act, how that law changed the VA and the impact hospitals will face.
       Session Leaders:
       1. Jason Smartt - Senior Director, Comlex Claims Operations, EnableComp
       2. Rob Powers - VP, Client Services, EnableComp
        Click Here to Register

  2.  Digital Patient Engagement Self-Pay Collections
       May 13, 2020 @ 12-1pm
       CPE: 1.0
       Program Description:
       The webinar highlights a case study that focuses on the roll out of a digital patient engagement solution at       
       Jackson Hospital in Montgomery, AL. This organization transitioned from a traditional patient engagement
       strategy that leverages omni-channel communication methods to simplifying patient interactions.      
       Session Leaders:
       1. David Ralston, CRCR, Asst. Vice President of Revenue Cycle, Jackson Hospital, Montgomery, AL
       2. Noel Felipe, CRC, Senior Vice President, Revenue Cycle Practice Leader. MedAssist, Miami, FL
       Click Here to Register

   3. Creating Capacity in your Revenue Cycle with AI
        May 28, 2020 @ 11am-12pm
        CPE:1.0
        Program Description:
        The industry is being inundated with new companies, new products, new partnerships and new acronyms;
        like AI, ML, RPA, CV and NLP/NLU. Oftentimes when hospitals are hearing about this technology for  the first
        time they leave the meeting feeling confused and overwhelmed. 
        Session Leader:
        Braden Lambros, Executive Director, AI Transformation Strategy at Olive
        Click Here to Register

Are you interested in providing an educational presentation to HFMA members and networks? If so, 
please reach out to Lauree Handlon, lhandlon@cleverleyassociates.com with your topic idea and we 
can discuss more!

https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/2484591019415728140
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/3492638674309787659
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/8514271006105229839
mailto:lhandlon%40cleverleyassociates.com?subject=
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       Conference                                   Original Date                      Status                                     New Date

New Member Reception

2020 Women in Leadership

2020 Accounting & Audit

2020 Spring Conference

Holiday Gala

2020 All-Ohio

2020 Mini-LTC

Tentative 8/25/2020

Tentative 8/26/2020

Tentative 11/17/2020

Tentative 11/18/2020

12/4/2020

5/19/2021

TBD

Scheduled

Postponed

Scheduled

Postponed

Scheduled

Postponed

Postponed

----------------

4/16/2020

----------------

3/12/2020

----------------

5/20-22

5/14/2020

Are you planning to:
• Lower prices to meet market demands while still maintaining budgetary goals
• Renegotiate contract terms with managed care payers
• Create budget projections based on pricing and payment adjustments
• Establish a defensible and transparent pricing strategy

Think Cleverley!
• We use line-item detail that provides the most accurate results
• We consult with your team to create models to meet management objectives
• We examine ALL your commercial payer contracts, allowing analysis of payment impact based on price 

and/or contract changes
• We use our extensive proprietary database of comparative charge data 

For a free report that shows how your hospital’s prices compared to other hospitals in your market, 
call Bryan at 888-779-5663.

For more information, visit www.thinkcleverley.com

Managing prices at your hospital doesn’t need to be 
stressful. We work with hundreds of hospitals nationwide 
to create strategies to meet each hospital’s goals.

We don’t have a one-size-fits-
all consulting package.

We have YOUR goals

for YOUR hospital

And 
we ha

ve

Brya
n!

Event Updates
New event dates are tentative. We will continue to monitor our state’s back to business 

recommendations and local developments, and evaluate the appropriate course of action 
for our events. Our priority is the safety of our members and we also want to ensure open

communication of our current plan. 
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plantemoran.com

Recognized healthcare leaders. 

We’re prepared to help you address any 
challenge and leverage every opportunity.

Jordan Pace, partner
jordan.pace@plantemoran.com

William Sharp, partner
william.sharp@plantemoran.com

Dawn Stark, partner
dawn.stark@plantemoran.com

Make 
the
mark.
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AdviCare’s denial management solution takes a multi-dimensional approach to 
resolution and prevention: 
 

• Staff collaboration – legal, 
clinical, payer, and industry 
experts working for you 

• Payer accountability – holding 
payers to the terms of their 
contracts 

• Data driven approach – change 
occurs when data is analyzed 
and acted upon 

	
To learn more, contact Michele at msudina@myadvicare.com or (863) 267-8008.	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

Denial Resolution and  
Prevention Specialists 
        

	
www.myadvicare.com 

        

To learn more, contact Michele at msudina@myadvicare.com or (863) 267-8008.

mailto:msudina%40myadvicare.com?subject=
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WE ARE HEALTHCARE
ACCOUNTING AND
CONSULTING.

450+ Professionals | 10 Offices | 3 States
blueandco.com | 614.885.2583

In the ever-changing healthcare landscape, you need a firm that can not only solve the 
complex problems of today, but can also help you plan and innovate for the future.

At Blue & Co., LLC, we do just that. Our experienced professionals serve you with a deep and 
comprehensive understanding of the healthcare industry’s administrative, organizational, 
and financial needs.
 
Healthcare is our largest niche. It’s what we’re known for. And that’s why so many providers 
choose Blue & Co.

Assurance Services
We do more than simply audit financial statements. We seek meaningful, practical, and 
profitable solutions.

Consulting Services 
Our experienced healthcare advisors are dedicated exclusively to serving healthcare 
providers in specific, functional areas.

Medical Coding/Billing Services
From revenue optimization and compliance to technology, reporting, and more, we’ve got 
you covered.

Tax Services
Understanding IRS Tax Code, staying abreast of changes, and finding opportunities takes a 
full-time commitment — we have that commitment.
 
Alliant Purchasing - GPO
National materials management services and programs for healthcare providers.
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The Arnett Carbis Toothman team is ready to deliver 
class-leading consulting services to health care clients 
throughout Ohio and the region. As the 103rd 
Largest CPA Firm in the United States, these nationally-
recognized professionals are authorities on the constant 
changes facing the health care industry today. 

We’ve got the expertise you need:  
Audit & Tax, Processes Review, Regulatory Compliance,  
Information Technology, Strategic Financial Planning, 
Consulting, and Risk Management. 

CPAs & Advisors

Arnett 
Carbis
Toothman llp

800.642.3601  |  actcpas.com

COLUMBUS, OH • CHARLESTON, WV • BRIDGEPORT, WV • BUCKHANNON, WV • MORGANTOWN, WV
NEW CASTLE, PA • PITTSBURGH, PA • MEADVILLE, PA

Central Ohio HFMA, we are ready

to deliver

One of the Nation’s Top CPA firms
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JPR ECOVERY.COM

CONTACT US

Phone:  440.331.2200 
Fax:  440.331.2228
Email:  sales@jprecovery.com
Mail:    JP Recovery Services, Inc 
  Attn: Sales Department 
  20220 Center Ridge Rd  Suite #200  
  Rocky River, OH 44116   

Our nationally licensed team of healthcare 
professionals works with hospital systems, physician 
groups and private practices to achieve optimum 
recovery on any type of account. For over 20 years 
we have shared our client’s vision of excellence when 
working as an extension of their business office  
(early-out), collections, and medical billing. 

All of our revenue cycle solutions are customized to 
provide a seamless and unique product, based on the 
client’s needs. Our company integrates cloud based 
technology, analytical recommendation software, 
and multi-channel communications to assure that we 
are offering the best options to patients. We pride 
ourselves on being a true, all encompassing, revenue 
cycle organization designed to provide our clients  
with a peace of mind. 

Our staff members have extensive experience with IDX, 
AS400, Star Navigator, OAS Gold, Rumba, Envision, 

Soarian, Practice Plus, and the following;

DEDICATION. COMPASSION. PERFORMANCE.

PROVIDING VALUE THROUGH A 
POSITIVE PAYMENT EXPERIENCE

WHY CHOOSE JP RECOVERY ?
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PNC and “for the achiever in you” are registered marks of The PNC Financial Services 
Group, Inc. (“PNC”). Banking and lending products and services, bank deposit products, and 
treasury management products and services for healthcare providers and payers are 
provided by PNC Bank, National Association, a wholly owned subsidiary of PNC and Member 
FDIC. Certain banking and lending products and services may require credit approval.
©2017 The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

CIB HC PDF 0815-084-196592

Change is challenging. If you’re ready to build 
a relationship with a bank that has delivered 
over the decades, we’re here to help.

To learn more, visit pnc.com/healthcare or contact George 
Gevas at 614-463-7346 or george.gevas@pnc.com


